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INT. APARTMENT - DAY

JON CORALLO angrily muttering to himself, listens to a 
comedian perform stand up on his computer. The sound is 
muffled but we hear a distinct Australian accent. NICK 
FREEMAN eats KIX cereal.

FREEMAN
What’s the matter, buddy?

CORALLO
Who am I?

(in an bad Australian 
accent)

Bring me a boomerang! Who wants 
kangaroo steaks? 

FREEMAN
Someone who can’t do an Australian 
accent?

CORALLO
Check out this comedian, Jim 
Jefferies. His accent is a total 
fake. 

FREEMAN
No, it’s not, he’s from Australia!

CORALLO
Oh, he’s a fake and I’m going to 
tell the world.

(speaking as he types)
You. Are. A Big. Fraud. Accent. Is. 
A. Fake.

FREEMAN
Please stop.

CORALLO
I’ve considered that. Instead I’ll 
do the complete opposite.

FREEMAN
Like he even cares.

CORALLO
He must. He sends me death threats 
all the time.

FREEMAN
No way, let me see.

Freeman gets up and looks at Jon’s laptop.



FREEMAN (CONT’D)
(reading)

“I will cut your fucking legs off 
and feed them to your face. “ Yeah, 
that’s Jefferies.

Freeman leans over the keyboard, and mouses through a page.

FREEMAN (CONT’D)
(pointing at the screen)

Look, he’s doing stand up in New 
York this weekend. 

CORALLO
I’ll tell him off in person, great 
idea!

FREEMAN
Nope, not what I was suggesting at 
all. In fact we have such bad 
karma, you should probably steer 
clear altogether.

CORALLO
It’s settled. Nick, we’re going to 
the chuckle hut.

Corallo walks out the door. 

FREEMAN
The shows not for another three 
days
 

TITLE CARD - “SERIOUS BUSINESS”

EXT. CHUCKLE HUT - EVENING

Freeman tries to stop Corallo from entering the Chuckle Hut.

FREEMAN
I’m telling you we do not need 
anymore trouble with celebrities. 
We’re still paying legal fees over 
that basket of fire you sent Joe 
Piscopo. 

Corallo waves him off. He enters with Freeman right behind
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INT. CHUCKLE HUT BAR - NIGHT

Freeman and Jon see a man in LEATHER JACKET from behind, at 
the bar.

FREEMAN
I’m telling you, just bury the 
hatchet. You’re too wound up as it 
is.

CORALLO
There he is!

Corallo crossed the room to Leather Jacket.

CORALLO (CONT’D)
(hostile)

Hey, you’re Jim Jefferies?

Leather Jacket turns around. Yep, it’s Jefferies.

JIM JEFFERIES
Yep, who the bloody hell are you?

CORALLO
Jon Corallo.

FREEMAN
(trying to be friendly)

Nick Freeman. Big... fan. 

CORALLO
Yeah, well, I think you’re a big 
frau--

JIM JEFFERIES
Nick Freeman? As in 
NickFreemanH8sCelebs82?

FREEMAN
What?

CORALLO
Well I had to use an alias in case 
things get dangerous.

JIM JEFFERIES
I’m getting pretty sick of your 
posts! I have a good mind to put 
you in your place!

Both look scared. The boys stutter not sure what to do.
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JIM JEFFERIES (CONT’D)
I’m kidding! You think I’d let 
little shit comments bother me? I 
get dumb comments all the time. Let 
me buy you a drink, fellas!

FREEMAN
We should buy you a drink.

JIM JEFFERIES
Fantastic. I’ll take a bottle of 
tequila.

JIM JEFFERIES (CONT’D)
(to bartender)

Six tequilas!
(to Freeman/Corallo)

So where you boys from?

FREEMAN
Brooklyn.

JIM JEFFERIES
It’s nice over there. Chill place. 
I got an idea: want to see a magic 
trick?

CORALLO
All the time!

JIM JEFFERIES
Give me your credit card. Yours 
too.

Nick hands his over, no hesitation.

CORALLO
(reluctant)

All right.

JIM JEFFERIES
Now, don’t take your eyes off the 
cards.

He does a slight-of-hand. They’re gone!

JIM JEFFERIES (CONT’D)
You two need to loosen up! Have a 
shot of tequila.

(to bartender)
Leave the bottle.

CORALLO
I’ve never had--
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JIM JEFFERIES
First time for everything.

He forces one down Corallo. Freeman follows.

JIM JEFFERIES (CONT’D)
(friendly)

Have another.

CORALLO
No we’re good.

JIM JEFFERIES
I said have another.

FREEMAN
Okay.

They swig.

FREEMAN (CONT’D)
Oh God.

They are suffering.

JIM JEFFERIES
(serious)

One more.

CORALLO
No, I can’t.

FREEMAN
Are we getting our credit cards 
back?

JIM JEFFERIES
What credit cards?

(to the bartender)
Hey, drinks all around!

He slips the bartender Nick’s credit card. The room cheers.

FREEMAN
What the...

JIM JEFFERIES
You guys like to party?

FREEMAN
Um...sure.

JIM JEFFERIES
What’s your address? 
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CORALLO
1919 Mallomar Ave?

JIM JEFFERIES
That’ll do.

(to the room)
Everyone! Party in Brooklyn! Taxis 
on this guy!

The room cheers.

FREEMAN
Wait, our place?

JIM JEFFERIES
(For the first time, 
scary.)

Yeah, you got a problem with that?

CORALLO
No...

JIM JEFFERIES
You’re fucking right, you don’t. 
Now go hail me a cab. I’m gonna 
round up some poon.

FREEMAN
Can I get my credit card--

He ignores Nick and walks to the door. Everyone cheers. Nick 
and Jon look at one another.

INT. APARTMENT - NIGHT

Flash cuts of a RAGING party at Nick & Jon’s. Jefferies 
screaming at them. Girls cheering. Nick crying. A lamp 
smashes against the wall. Jon tries not to throw up. 
Throbbing music builds - then BLACKOUT.

INT. APARTMENT - NEXT MORNING

Out of focus, then we see Corallo passed out on the floor. 
Suddenly, he’s kicked awake. 

CORALLO
What?!

JIM JEFFERIES (O.S.)
You there, Tanto, make me 
breakfast.
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CORALLO
(in disbelief)

Jim Jefferies?

He looks around. The apartment is in disarray. Jefferies 
towers over him.

JIM JEFFERIES
Eggs! Go! Go! I gotta piss.

Jefferies heads into the bathroom. Jon, who is completely 
stunned and scared goes to the couch, where Nick is passed 
out. He wakes Nick up from his massive hangover.

CORALLO
Jim Jefferies! Jim Jefferies!

FREEMAN
What?

CORALLO
Jim Jefferies!

FREEMAN
What is wrong with you! I have the 
worst hangover! Get off me.

Nick falls back to sleep. We see Jefferies, out of focus, in 
the background, peeing with the door opened.

JIM JEFFERIES (O.S.)
Tanto! Make me eggs.

INT. APARTMENT - MOMENTS LATER

Jim eats his breakfast.

JIM JEFFERIES
These suck! Make em again.

Shoves the plate off the table, smashing it.

CORALLO
(terrified)

Ok, Jim Jefferies.

JIM JEFFERIES
So you don’t like my accent! And 
you thought you could just say some 
shit.

CORALLO
Well...
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JIM JEFFERIES
WELL?!

CORALLO
I’m sorry, Jim Jefferies....

Corallo returns to the stove. Freeman emerges in a bit of a 
stupor. It takes him a while to grasp what is going on.

FREEMAN
What the--

JIM JEFFERIES
Yeah, you, Ape Man.

FREEMAN
Ape Man?

JIM JEFFERIES
Yeah, your credit card is maxed 
out.

FREEMAN
What do you mean, my credit card is 
maxed out?!

JIM JEFFERIES
I ordered seventeen pure-bred 
puppies and that did it. Oh, and 
one hooker.

FREEMAN
Why would you order seven puppies! 
And what hooker takes a credit 
card?

JIM JEFFERIES
(screaming)

Because those are the things I 
wanted! And yes the higher class 
women of the night take cards!

FREEMAN
Is that going to show up on my 
bill?

JIM JEFFERIES
I’m taking a shower. You two, stay 
put! You need to sign for four 
cases of beer! We have another 
party starting in three hours.

CORALLO
But I have to go to the--
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JIM JEFFERIES
(ferociously)

You don’t have to go anywhere! I 
need to get ready, don’t let my 
eggs burn. And if that girl calls 
tell her about the party.

FREEMAN
What girl?

JIM JEFFERIES
Mindy or something.

FREEMAN
That’s my girlfriend!

JIM JEFFERIES
Not any more, Ape Man! By the way, 
you Tanto, vacate your room, it’s 
mine now.

Jefferies goes into the bathroom.

FREEMAN
What is happening to our lives?

CORALLO
We need to do something!

(thinking)
Let’s put sleeping pills in his 
food. He passes out. We ditch him 
somewhere. 

FREEMAN
Should we just call the cops?

CORALLO
I was going to. He broke the nine 
off my phone. 

FREEMAN
You have a smartphone.

CORALLO
I don’t know how he did it, but he 
did! He’s psychotic! He ate our 
flowers!

FREEMAN
Alright, I got an idea. We can put 
sleeping pills into his beer when 
he’s not looking.
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CORALLO
Are you kidding me I just said 
that? Ten seconds ago!

FREEMAN
Oh you said that? I honestly wasn’t 
listening.

CORALLO
Nick? Is this real life?

JIM JEFFERIES (O.S.)
Whoever’s razor this is in here, 
it’s for my pubes now!  

Freeman considers.

INT. APARTMENT - MOMENTS LATER

Jefferies emerges from the shower.

JIM JEFFERIES
I feel as good as new. Did my beers 
arrive?

CORALLO
No, but breakfast is ready. Again.

JIM JEFFERIES
Fantastic.

Jim sits down, chugs his beer and eats. By the couch, Nick 
and Jon converse.

CORALLO
How long do you think it’ll be for 
the pills to take effect.

FREEMAN
Not long. I crushed up two sleeping 
pulls into his beer, so he should 
conk out.

CORALLO
Wait. I crushed sleeping pills into 
his eggs.

FREEMAN
You did what! How many?

CORALLO
I didn’t crush up a lot.
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FREEMAN
How many?

We HEAR a crash. Jefferies is down. 

CORALLO
Ten.

FREEMAN
We killed Jim Jefferies!

CORALLO
No, we didn’t! No we didn’t!

FREEMAN
Yes we did.

CORALLO
Calm down!

Jon slaps Nick. Nick slaps Jon back.

CORALLO (CONT’D)
Ok. We can fix this.

They go to Jefferies

CORALLO (CONT’D)
Wake up, Jim Jefferies. Come on. 
Jim.

He slaps Jim. Freeman pulls his lids open.

FREEMAN
Come on, Jim. 

CORALLO
What do we do?!

FREEMAN
I don’t know?! Get him up and 
walking. That works in movies.

Freeman & Corallo try to get Jefferies up. Jim’s phone rings 
on the floor. In a panic, Jon answers.

CORALLO
(in an Australian accent)

‘allo?

FREEMAN
What are you doing?
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CORALLO
(to Freeman)

I don’t know?!

PRODUCER (O.S.)
Hey, Jim, Bob here at K.L.T.Z., are 
you ready for your 10:05 radio spot 
with Cutter and Loud Mouth?

CORALLO
Right-o. Yes.

Freeman continues trying to right Jefferies in background.

PRODUCER (O.S.)
I’ll patch you through

SOUND SYSTEM: 
It’s CUTTER AND LOUD MOUTH in the 
morning!

Toilet flush SFX. Jon shakes his head.

 RADIO HOST (O.S.)
We’re back here on K.L.T.Z. 98.3 in 
New York with comedian Jim 
Jefferies.

CORALLO
Allo. Allo. How are you doin’ ‘s 
‘ornin’?

RADIO HOST
Is that you, Jim?

FREEMAN
(in a hushed tone)

Abort! Abort!

CORALLO
Um. Um. Listen, I got to go, love. 
Tally ho! Jolly good...bye bye.

He hangs up.

FREEMAN
This is getting worse by the 
minute.

Corallo takes over trying to keep Jim standing. Jefferies 
suddenly wakes up. Corallo in a panic, drops him. Jefferies 
hits the ground, off-camera, and is knocked back out.
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FREEMAN (CONT’D)
What’s wrong with you!

CORALLO
I panicked.

Nick gets him back up. Jim mumbles. This time, Nick drops 
him. Corallo looks at Nick.

CORALLO (CONT’D)
What are you doing?

FREEMAN
You’re the only one allowed to 
panic?!

CORALLO
Ok. Let’s get him back to the 
comedy club.

FREEMAN
How?

FREEMAN (CONT’D)
(almost joking)

What, are we going to do a ‘Weekend 
at Bernie’s’ type thing?

CORALLO
You just answered your own 
question.

FREEMAN
No, no Jon. That was a joke. 
There’s no way that would work in a 
real life application.

INT. APARTMENT STAIRWELL - DAY

HIGH ANGLE ON: Nick and Jon supporting Jim, at the top of a 
staircase.

FREEMAN
One foot in front of the other.

CORALLO
OK. And go.

Jefferies falls down the stairs, out of frame. We here a 
crash and can assume he’s fallen down many steps. 

CORALLO (CONT’D)
We are bad at this.
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INT. SUBWAY - DAY

Nick & Jon sit next to Jefferies, who’s unconscious & wearing 
sunglasses. They make it look like he’s reading a newspaper. 
No one seems to care.

PASSERBY
Get a job.

INT. CHUCKLE HUT - DAY

Jon and Nick reach the Chuckle Hut. A MANAGER enters from 
another room as they enter.

MANAGER
Oh hey, Jim, great set last night. 

Jon and Nick jostle Jim, so he nods. 

MANAGER (CONT’D)
Want to do a set tonight?

They jostle Jim once more.

MANAGER (CONT’D)
Great! I’m gonna grab lunch, see 
you in a bit.

The manager walks off.

FREEMAN
“Well, OK, Jim, it was nice hanging 
out with you. We have to go.”

(To Jon)
Let’s get him on the stool. 

They try to get him on the stool. It doesn’t work. They 
eventually prop him on the floor.

CORALLO
What happens when he wakes up?

FREEMAN
He still knows where we lives 
doesn’t he?

CORALLO
Looks like we’re changing the locks 
again.
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FREEMAN
I’d really like to go one month 
without having to change those 
goddamn locks.

They exit.

TITLE CARD: THREE WEEKS LATER

INT. APARTMENT - DAY

Freeman is paying bills as Corallo chomps on a sandwich.

FREEMAN
My credit card statement is 
ridiculous. Jim Jefferies ordered a 
hundred pounds of carrots. 

BEAT.

CORALLO
Geez.

FREEMAN
I really hope you learned something 
from this.

CORALLO
I did. Those sleeping pills were 
very effective.

FREEMAN
Were they ever. All right, I’m 
going to bed. Night.

CORALLO
See ya.

Freeman exits. Corallo takes another bite of the sandwich. 
His cell rings. Corallo checks the number but his expression 
tells us that he unfamiliar with the caller. 

JIM JEFFERIES (O.S.)
Corallo?

CORALLO
Yeah.

JIM JEFFERIES (O.S.)
Eating my carrots?
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CORALLO
Damn you, Jefferies.

JIM JEFFERIES (O.S.)
That’s right, I’m always watching. 
You’ve never escape me. Oh, and 
guess what else?

(in an American accent)
My accent is a fake, asshole. This 
is what I really sound like! And no 
one will ever believe you.

CORALLO
I knew it!

CUT TO:

CREDITS

INT. APARTMENT - NIGHT 

Corallo on his laptop, typing away.

CORALLO
I’ll tell you what, I don’t believe 
this Ellen DeGeneres is gay for a 
second. She’s totally--

Freeman smacks Jon’s laptop off the table, as he walks 
through frame.
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